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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016070860A2] The invention relates to convertible piece of luggage (100) in particular such as a backpack, involving a folding crossed
framework (10) with a flexible seating surface (14) and a flexible sheath (20), defining the storage space inside said piece of luggage (100), wherein
the folding crossed framework (10) is simultaneously placed along the perimeter of the storage space of the piece of luggage (100), lastingly housed
in the flexible sheath (20) of the piece of luggage (100) and rigged for folding and extending in the perpendicular direction relative to the rear wall
(21) of the piece of luggage (100), and at the same time the flexible seating surface (14) is in the form of a flexible cover, attached to the upper
portion of the folding crossed framework (10), characterised in that the storage space comprises at least two main compartments, in which the
first main compartment (210) is first defined by the primary or back wall (21) with a frame, then defined by side walls (24) which are less rigid than
the primary or back wall (21) with a frame, and ultimately defined by a flexible partition with a thickness and rigidity which are even lower than the
thickness and the rigidity of the side walls (24), while said first main compartment (210) houses the folding crossed framework (10), given that the
side walls (24) are designed, in the lower half thereof, with a width such as to cover the folding crossed framework (10) in folded position as well
as in extended position, while said side walls (24) are designed, in the upper half thereof, to have a width such as to cover the folding crossed
framework (10) only in the folded position, while said side walls (24) are, in said upper half, including in the upper horizontal wall (242) of said side
wall (24) in the direction of the perimeter of the piece of luggage (100), interrupted and connected by an upper connection (240) with an opening,
under which is attached, in the space between the back wall (21) with a frame and the outer front wall (22) of the piece of luggage (100), the flexible
upper flap (25) with a width that covers the folding crossed framework (10) in the upper half thereof, in the folded position as well as the extended
position, and given that the horizontal lower portion (241) of the side wall (24) is provided with attachment points (2410) connected to the free lower
ends of the folding crossed framework (10) and connected therebetween such that said interconnection of the attachment points (2410) of the free
lower ends which separate from one another during the extension of the folding crossed framework (10) determines the largest possible separation
between each pair of said free lower ends which separate from one another, and at the same time the second main compartment (220) is defined
by the outer front wall (22), the side walls (24) and, ultimately, by a flexible partition (23) in which the thickness and the rigidity are lower than the
thickness and the rigidity of the side walls (24) and of the outer front wall (22).
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